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Annual meeting 26.4.22: 
Breakout discussion notes 
 

 

1 Carol Arnold’s room 
(Notes from Carol) 

 Challenges re hybrid working/meetings coming out of the pandemic: 
o Future meeting management & participation given that online meetings were 

viewed as the most inclusive option that enabled maximum participation from all 
sectors (eg also support staff), people (eg disabled) and regions but loses the 
networking and non-isolation (“seeing/meeting real people!”) benefit of in-person 
meetings. Thoughts were of a hybrid-hybrid style (Zoom meeting followed by 
breakout rooms for networking) or alternating meeting styles. 

o Returning to work. 
 Action out of awareness: practical plans and procedures on how to implement what we have 

all been talking about especially in organisations of different sizes (eg those who are small 
firms as opposed to large organisations with HR departments and resources).  

 How to do better – one person in the group who is isolating, and expects to be for some 
time, found they were not alerted to meetings that they only knew were happening because 
other people happened to mention them; acknowledged as possibly being only a problem to 
them if they “had not signed up to the right thing” but they could not find where 
events/meetings were listed on the website and felt the calendar did not show meetings 
they knew from others were happening. These issues assume greater importance of course 
in a world of isolation. 

 Other minor things: 
o Are we reaching tech transfer agents adequately? 
o World IP Day – why are we not doing anything for it, and can we next year and 

onwards? 

 

 

 

2 Julie Barrett’s room 
(Notes from Jonny Lerwill) 

I have put these rough notes in order of how important we thought they were (most important at 
the top). 

1.      Senior Age Group Community. Group/community focussed on senior years – people often 
struggle when facing retirement. How to manage on the run-up towards retirement. Plus a 
community for people to still stay connected and involved post-retirement.  
5 votes 
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2.      How we encourage support staff / non-fee earner engagement in events. It’s very attorney 
driven currently. Maybe events should ask attorneys to bring along someone with them from their 
firm who is also a support staff member/non-fee earner. 
4 votes 

3.      Mental Health First Aider (MHFAer) directory – to help people in smaller firms with their own 
MHFA – good quick win opportunity? 
2 votes  

4.      A talk or series on menopause would be great. 
2 votes 

5.      Trying to attract more diversity across the board – diversity of applicants. Have details of role 
models in all job types across the profession – sharing their stories and perspectives.  
1 vote 

6.      Social mobility – forms a part of lots of what we do, but there isn’t currently anything that 
focuses on it specifically. (Perhaps more for Careers in Ideas?) 
1 vote 

7.      How to reach people who aren’t aware of IP Inclusive at all? Improving small firm support in 
general.  

8.     Return to office – hybrid working – whole host of issues linking to many IP Inclusive areas. 
Parental leave etc. 

 

Plus notes from Julie herself: 

 Senior age group – retirement decisions/issues and related matters 

 “Support staff” – more recruits/engagement 

 A “bring a support staff colleague” event? 

 Menopause support 

 Database of MHFAers (can be shared resource, esp for smaller firms/orgs which don’t have 
capacity for their own MHFAer) 

 Role models for careers in ideas – all types/levels 

 Small firm/organisation support 

 Hybrid working 

  

  

 

3 Ben Buchanan’s room 
(Notes from Tom Leonard) 
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What should IP Inclusive focus on over the next year? 

Reaching out to people that have never engaged with IP Inclusive 
 - either never heard of it, never bothered to engage, or may be naysayers. 

 Raising the profile of IP Inclusive 
 Think about ways in which we can reach those people 
 Review makeup of current population, to see who we are missing (eg are we missing certain 

sectors, such as barristers or support staff?) 
 Roadshows to make people aware of what IP Inclusive is doing and what IP Inclusive can do 

for them (what is the business case) 
 Getting people engaged that do not already have a particular interest 
 We don't think we have many members from the support staff population (non fee-earners). 

How do we reach out to those people to make it clear they are welcome? 
 We should remember that we might be "reaching" people, even if they are not coming to 

events (eg getting more people thinking about D&I more generally) 
 More direct partnerships with specific solicitor firm networks (for example) to help reach 

that sector of the profession 

Allyship 
 How do we engage those that don't have direct experience of eg one of the protected 

characteristics? 
 Can we do another big allies event? 

o Intersectional event? – So you don't have to say you are affiliated with a particular 
group. Makes it clear you don't have to fit in any of the categories 

 Events run by the communities could consistently make it clear the events are open to allies 
as well 

Geographical reach 
 More tie-ins with similar groups elsewhere in the world 

 

 

 

4 Becky Campbell’s room 
(Notes from Rebecca Brooks) 

 “Preaching to the non-converted”: We discussed the idea that IP Inclusive might just be 
reaching those that already understand, or are at least aware of, the challenges people can 
face. We briefly discussed making EDI training compulsory, but also recognised that we don’t 
want it to merely be a “tick-box exercise”. 
 

 Ally group: we discussed the idea of forming an “ally group” for people who may feel that 
they have not experienced challenges, or do not know much about EDI, but who would like 
to learn more and find out how they can help on a day-to-day level (or more general level). 
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 Inclusion of non-fee earners: encouraging members of the group to bring along colleagues to 
meetings. 
 

 Sharing practical tips with firms and other employers: we discussed the idea of sending 
round ideas for easy but practical steps that firms could engage with. For example, we could 
suggest setting relatively easy goals such as “send two employees to take part in the 
mentoring scheme” or “ask at least one employee to give a talk for IP Futures/other”. 
 

 Trying to reach students: this would fall within the remit of Careers in Ideas, and I have it in 
my mind that we might already be doing this, but we discussed doing more to reach out to 
different universities, and expanding the network of contacts. 
 

 Mental health and hybrid working: we discussed how IP Inclusive could help with this topic, 
eg talks on mental health in the workplace, or discussions of people’s experiences with it. 
 

 Mental health generally: again, we wondered if IP Inclusive could help with this (I was 
pleased to see that we are linking up with Jonathan’s Voice so perhaps this is being covered 
by other groups). Perhaps we are not in a position to provide formal training in this area, but 
it might be good to organise informal discussions around the topic/publish lists of Mental 
Health First Aiders. 

 

 

 

5 Julia Florence’s room 
(Notes from Julia) 

1. Virtual events – fantastic for engagement, enables attendance at many more events than 
could be got to in person. Even being a short distance from London is a barrier to personal 
attendance in view of travel time. 

2. Power of allies – it’s very empowering when allies speak up – in blog posts, on LinkedIn and 
at events. We should encourage attendance by allies (eg “Bring an Ally”) at events hosted by 
the various communities [potential reluctance for fear of “displacing” someone from the 
community, but probably less of an issue for online events?].  

3. Point 2 also leads on to the issue of increasing engagement by non-attorney members of IP 
firms and departments. Eg articles in paralegals’ newsletter, actively seeking to bring 
“support staff” to events. [Different groups within firms/departments may be “silo-ed” so 
the suggestion from a different group to hold IP Inclusive events within firms might help 
with this. Perhaps as part of another IP Inclusive Week?] 

4. Focus on “return to the office” issues – impacts on parents, those with disabilities, including 
neurodiversity. Could we have an intersectional event on this theme, to discuss and share 
best practice? 

5. Support/encouragement for Charter signatories – consider tiered membership, eg based on 
financial contributions, volunteer contributions etc? Look at other forms of incentivisation – 
eg some law firms set aside a certain number of chargeable hours for pro bono work. 
Mandatory CPD requirement for D&I? 
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6. Careers in Ideas – encourage firms to build relationships with specific schools/colleges/etc. 
7. Positive feedback for Senior Leaders’ think tank and Careers in Ideas mentoring scheme. 

 

 

 

6 Abdulmalik Lawal’s room 
(Notes from Abdul) 

The main things we discussed were: 

 Now that things are opening up again, the opportunity for more face-to-face events 
 The need to cater for those outside of typical fee earning roles 
 Increasing awareness of IP Inclusive and gaining more allies 
 Ensuring that firms signing up to the Charter actually take steps to increase and improve D&I 

More detailed notes: 

Would like for IP Inclusive to hold more face-to-face events, ideally a combination of both 
virtual and in-person 

 Casual networking opportunities are lost in online events as are the peripheral 
conversations and tangential stuff that normally occurs at in person meetings.  

 Could a hybrid model be looked into where the meeting has a formal training aspect and 
time set aside for networking/conversations in breakout rooms? Would need to set 
expectations for all present at the start of the meeting. 

 Acknowledgement that it is easier geographically for people to attend if virtual. 

Women In IP have used Eventbrite to arrange virtual events and it seems like some cohesiveness of 
the organisation of the event has been lost. Women In IP regional groups’ events seem to be going 
well.  

In-person events typically tend to be in London which can mean a whole day out of the office for 
those not in London and/or a significant commute. What is the possibility of holding in person 
events: 

 Outside of London? 
 Outside of the working week? 
 At different times of the day? 

Increasing awareness of IP Inclusive 
 Work on the “invite an ally” initiative 
 Ask members to invite someone who hasn’t yet been to an IP Inclusive event to attend one 

in the future  
 Bring a friend 
 Maybe try to kill two birds with one stone and ask senior members to invite non-fee earning 

colleagues to an IP Inclusive event they will be attending  
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How to ensure Charter signatories are actually paying more than lip service to their claim to 
be inclusive? 

 Audit firms? 
 Get signatories to provide evidence showing action taken? 
 Have D&I training as part of the formal CPD requirements? 
 Badges for achievements? 

Mindful not to create unnecessary barriers or obstacles to firms taking actions.  Also anything that is 
implemented should not inadvertently penalise firms for things outside their control.    

 

 

 

7 Liam Lawlor’s room 
(Notes from Liam) 

We agreed to have everyone just take it in turns to relay their thoughts on what had been good from 
IP Inclusive recently, and what could be focused on in the next year or so. Individual points from 
people in the room: 

1) Good feedback for the cross-group events, connecting with people outside of your immediate 
sphere, intersectional group or geographical location – spreads your reach, experiences and 
knowledge, leads to more ideas 

2) More focused on the mental health side of things moving out of the pandemic – going to be 
especially challenging 

3) Their first IP Inclusive event in 30 odd years in the profession, so didn’t want to have much active 
contribution on this point but was very impressed with the progress the initiative has made so far; 
admirable cause and one they want to be more engaged with in the future 

4) Felt it was important to not lose the good things we’ve gained from the last two years – 
particularly the hybrid/remote events; they have benefited the industry greatly. Also thinks we need 
more outreach with non-fee earning staff 

5) Very new starter to the profession; was very happy to see the wide range of 
initiatives/groups/supports etc available; said they felt better connected to IP Inclusive at the 
moment than to their membership body 

6) (myself!) Especially agreed with the points raised by person 4 related to hybrid events and 
engagement with the non-fee earning staff 

We moved on to further discuss the importance of the points of person 2, related to mental health. 
Points made from various contributors: 

There’s been good progression in the industry; good to see a big increase in talking about it and 
events from the last couple of years; important to normalise talking about this and how that has 
been improved upon. 

We discussed the importance of personal stories and how they improve people’s understanding. 
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I posed the question on this and other topics: do people feel there has been a shift on a 
corporate/company/employee level, as well as the individual shift we can see at least in the kind of 
people who turn up for these events? 

We discussed that you can provide training and direction but it is difficult and slow to change 
company culture; it starts with individuals; especially important to facilitate discussion and to 
normalise these things. Senior management set the culture and they can be the most resistant to 
change, but eventually if they resist they will end up frozen out, so this can be challenging! 

We finally discussed that on the “client” (for want of a better term) side these things are now 
forming part of how work is distributed to suppliers, and can drastically affect things (a real life 
example was given from a participant where they didn’t award work based on a clearly outdated 
attitude from a male pitcher in a pitch related to his female colleague). It seems cynical, but this shift 
might be what brings the more reluctant along – a means to an end. 

 

 

 

8 Josh McLennon’s room 
(Notes from Julie Dunnett) 

 Improve ways of working by sharing details of all who are prepared to give time and 
resource across the groups - and we thought that extending the IP & ME directory is the best 
way to do that - using IP & ME as a trial. 
 

 Provide a dedicated page on the website for firms, for individuals and for in-house 
departments to give them a more focussed link to what they should be doing and what 
might interest them. I wonder if some form of phased approach for firms and departments 
might be helpful? Also, I think we need to ensure that information about how to offer more 
funding is readily available (apparently some feel that they could be paying more). 
 

 We discussed the challenge of involving more support staff by holding dedicated events. But 
also more thought needs to go into motivating their engagement – how can their careers 
and lives be improved by improvements in EDI? 
 

 And then – this is a thought from me. If we want to engage those folk who don't think IP 
Inclusive has anything to do with them, one way to encourage those in private practice is for 
some big companies (maybe IP Fed members) to hold events and invite local private sector 
firms.  

Plus additional notes from Josh: 

Suggestions from our breakout room: 

 Expand the scope of the IP & ME AskME directory to include the other IP Inclusive 
communities and even firms, eg to advertise spaces they are happy to be used for D&I 
events. 
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 Collate online resources explicitly targeting private practice firms, individuals and in-
house departments to assist in implementing “easy wins”. 

 Some comments related to the cost for firms to sign up to the IP Inclusive Charter being 
perceived as surprisingly low. 
o There was a suggestion of this amount being tied to revenue/profit to allow larger 

firms to contribute more. 
o There appears to be an appetite in larger firms to contribute more to allow IP 

Inclusive to do more. 
 Communities to create content and hold events targeted specifically to support staff. 
 Further suggestions included asking attendees at IP Inclusive events to invite one 

support staff member to attend with them. 

 

 

 

9 Michael Silverleaf’s room 
(Notes from Michael) 

 Getting more people involved in the conversation – including those who think they are not 
involved: 

o Getting those who are not already involved in. 
o Looking at the demographics of the people who come to these meetings as opposed 

to the professions as a whole. 
o Co-ordinated firm-wide events held under the IP inclusive banner, to which the 

whole firm is positively invited, to draw in people who aren’t currently actively 
involved in IP Inclusive and encourage them to support us. 

o Getting the privileged to believe that their contribution is important and helps us as 
we can help them. 

o Bringing in those who are not currently involved and who do not naturally think that 
they should be involved in IP Inclusive. 

 Collecting data from supporting organisations and signatories to see what they are doing.  
o Surveys on return to work patterns. 
o Aggregating individual firms’ data. 

 Countering culture wars.  What can IP Inclusive bring to this? 

 

 

 

10 James St Ville’s room 
(Notes from Richard Ellis) 

Discussion with the remit to talk about what areas IP inclusive could improve and address, and which 
groups could be targeted to spread the IP inclusive message. 
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To open the discussion, a suggestion that the relevance of communications to non-trade mark and 
patent attorneys needs to be improved as it has been noted that media feeds, such as LinkedIn, 
don’t always show relevant events and articles to those who work in the IP profession but who don’t 
fall within the attorney categories, such as paralegals or other support staff. Is there a way that we 
can improve or optimise the media feeds to bring relevant material into view for those who aren’t 
just patent or trade mark attorneys? 

A key issue moving forward may be how to draw in a wider range of people into the profession: IP 
Inclusive work isn’t so well publicised to those not working in the IP profession. How do we make 
them feel like they could be involved? It was noted that good work is being done to highlight IP 
Inclusive work to those people in the profession, such that those people feel represented, but that 
we could do a better job with people not yet in the profession to illustrate that there is good 
representation across the board. 

It was suggested we could reach out to wider groups in science and technology, before they 
potentially join the IP professions. 

In order to enter certain roles in the IP professions, certain qualifications are required. People 
therefore need to hear about the IP professions earlier on to allow them to make appropriate career 
choices. One area that was suggested was school outreach work. 

It was mentioned that the “Careers in Ideas” initiative is an outreach campaign that targets school 
age, but that we could potentially do more. There was a query as to whether “Careers in Ideas” was 
solely directed to social mobility; it was clarified that the initiative focusses on educating young 
people about the IP professions and that it is open to all, not just targeting social mobility. 

A participant with experience of university STEM teaching noted that there were always challenges 
to get enough people to choose a particular science as a career opportunity, in particular in having 
young people with the right qualifications to be able to pursue their choice at university. Therefore, 
if IP is highlighted early on as a potential career choice, decisions can be taken that feed through 
school, and through A levels, in order for people to have the right qualifications to choose the right 
subjects at university to potentially enter the IP professions. 

It was noted that although there appears to be some early career education relating to the law 
profession, IP itself appears to be under-represented. As an example, a recent event aimed at 
secondary school children, to provide them with experience of different areas of law, did not 
address IP in any detail at all. Aiming at such a target demographic would allow young people to see 
IP as a potential career choice, whilst targeting potentially the most diverse group of people. 

It was suggested we could try to team up with educational engagement work of other groups, such 
as engineering institutions and science institutions. It was also suggested that we should empower 
ourselves to be a little more assertive in getting involved with educational events, such as those 
presented to school children, and that we could individually be more assertive with our message of 
inclusivity to those groups.  

Teaming up with the various science and engineering institutions may provide a win-win for both 
those institutions and the IP professions, so this would be a positive thing to be doing. Talks to 
groups like the Institute of Physics (IoP) may be a good target. It was noted that there have been 
recent IoP events that have been run by, or at least included discussions with, patent attorneys, that 
have helped to pass on IP messages to members of that institute. People were aware of short 
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articles written by a patent attorney for the Institute of Materials. It was noted that such 
involvements may also be useful if they come from different groups within IP Inclusive, to ensure 
representation from all groups. 

It was suggested that more work could be done with diversity with regard to STEM projects that are 
widely promoted and to encourage more female engineers for apprenticeships. 

Finally, discussions turned to the work of Jonathan’s Voice, a mental health charity set up to raise 
awareness of mental health in the workplace. Jonathan’s Voice already do some great work with the 
IP professions and have produced mental health guides for IP professionals and for senior leaders; 
they are working on a mental health guide for support staff (which is proving to be the hardest 
group to address). 

Key points to be addressed 
 How do we ensure that relevant social media feeds are reaching not only patent and trade 

mark attorneys, but support staff and others involved in IP? 
 How do we reach out to influence career choices for a more diverse range of young people?  

o Suggestions included being part of young people’s career days so that the path 
through into the profession is clearer at an earlier stage to a wider audience. 

 How do we get involved with events with other professional bodies (IoP, IMechE etc)? 
 How do we ensure that we are individually more assertive in spreading awareness of the 

profession to a wider audience, especially engaging with younger people before they make 
career choices? 

Final remarks 
In the wider Zoom meeting after closure of the break-out session, James summarised the two big 
themes that we touched upon in our break-out room as: 

i) Empowering and involving support staff – reaching out to those groups through 
environments they are already involved in. 

ii) Joining and combining with other professional bodies for inclusion and diversity events. 

 

 

 

11 Chair’s notes from the final plenary session 
(Notes from Andrea Brewster) 

Key themes emerging from several groups: 

 Reaching currently under-represented parts of the IP sector, in particular: 
o Support staff (a need to empower and involve) 
o People who think D&I isn’t relevant to them or that they don’t belong in IP Inclusive 
o D&I sceptics; those who don’t think it matters and/or don’t see their own privileges 

 Getting these people (especially support staff) involved in the IP Inclusive communities and 
networks 
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 Reaching out to them in environments where they already interact (eg their CPD and/or 
networking events) 

 Inviting event attendees to bring a guest, eg an ally; a buddy or mentee; someone from a 
currently under-represented group; a D&I-sceptic 

o NB a suggestion that invitations for junior and/or support staff might need to come 
from senior professionals to be of value 

 Ensuring inclusivity on the return to work post-pandemic, including in hybrid working 
arrangements (intersectional event?) 

o Potentially collecting data (aggregated across the IP sector) relating to the impact of 
the return to work 

o Running more in-person events ourselves, and hybrid where feasible 
 Helping to catalyse changes in culture using: 

o Personal stories 
o Client D&I requirements 

 Providing practical “quick wins” to help people and organisations make a difference; moving 
on from the awareness-raising to making concrete changes 

 Improving Charter signatory engagement (and compliance), eg: 
o Regular audits for compliance with the Charter commitments? 
o D&I-related training as a CPD requirement? 

 Mental wellbeing, especially through the post-pandemic changes 
o A directory of trained mental health first aiders? 

Allyship will be key to achieving progress in all these areas (including helping organisations be 
better allies to their staff). Ditto intersectionality – joint events between different IP Inclusive 
communities/networks received positive feedback. 

 

Also mentioned: 

 A community/network/support group for more senior IP professionals (eg retired or soon-
to-retire) 

 Support and awareness-raising relating to the menopause 
 Improving events and calendar comms, eg through the website 
 Expanding the AskME database to other types of volunteers, including corporate volunteers 

(eg event hosts) 
 Raising IP Inclusive’s profile outside the IP sector and/or outside the UK 
 Working with other STEM-focused institutions (eg the British Science Council) to raise 

awareness of our work among STEM educators and students 

 


